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June, 2019 
 
Project ReShare and Index Data are pleased to announce that Index Data will become              
the first Certified Service Provider for the ReShare consortial resource sharing platform.            
A software company specializing in creating innovative products and tools for the library             
ecosystem, Index Data will offer hosting, implementation, and support services for           
consortia that adopt the ReShare platform. 
 
For the past year, Index Data along with academic, consortial, and commercial partners             
has engaged with Project ReShare, a groundbreaking effort to build a new, Open             
Source resource sharing platform for and by the library community. Initially focused on             
patron-initiated consortial borrowing, the ReShare partnership intends to develop the          
platform into all aspects of library resource sharing. 
 
Sebastian Hammer, President of Index Data says, “Project ReShare is a strategic            
collaboration between important organizations in the library space, but more          
importantly, it is an unparalleled gathering of passionate and talented individuals.           
ReShare is a powerful example of what can be accomplished through open            
collaboration. At Index Data, we believe that open technology infrastructure is the            
essential substrate of a vibrant service ecosystem; one that fosters innovation and puts             
the patron in the center by eliminating roadblocks to interoperability. We participate in             
Project ReShare because collaboration is in our DNA as a team and because we firmly               
believe that we are at our best when we work together.”  
 
 
 



 

As a ReShare Service Provider, Index Data will contribute technical and community            
resources to the project, as well as contributing financially to community activities. In             
the coming months, Index Data will work closely with the ReShare Steering Committee             
to develop open and transparent pricing models, negotiate caps on annual increases,            
and offer discounts to ReShare community members.  
 
This partnership exemplifies the benefits of ReShare’s community-ownership approach,         
which brings together libraries, consortia, software developers, and open source          
advocates to collaborate on a shared vision for library resource sharing. As a leading              
development partner for ReShare, Index Data has already made significant          
contributions of staff time and resources to the project and cultivated a deep expertise in               
its software, workflows, and user needs. 
 
Index Data expects to go live with initial ReShare consortial customers in 2020. 
 
Background 
 
Index Data has built solutions based on open source software since it was founded in               
1994 and has created and released dozens of open source tools over the years. Its               
recent experience as lead development partner for the FOLIO project has led the             
company to develop a very strong perspective on the use of open source software as a                
means of building communities of intent, and for genuinely sharing ownership of            
technology across different kinds of organizations. Contact info@indexdata.com for         
more information, or visit us at booth #2941 at the American Library Association             
Conference in Washington, DC. 
 
The ReShare Community is a group of libraries, consortia, information organizations           
and developers, with both commercial and non-commercial interests, who came          
together in 2018 to create Project ReShare – a new and open approach to library               
resource sharing. The ReShare Community has a bold vision for building a            
user-centered, app-based, community-owned resource sharing platform for libraries to         
set the standard for how we connect library patrons to the resources and information              
they require. Contact info@projectreshare.org for more information. 
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